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Market Review 

It seems like an appropriate time to remind readers that one of your Editor’s favorite books on 

investing is Jason Zweig’s Your Money and Your Brain, which deals with the science of 

neuroeconomics. As the dust jacket states, “Neuroeconomics is a fascinating new discipline that 

combines psychology, neuroscience, and economics to better understand financial decision 

making.” 

While there is plenty of good stuff in his tome, I especially like a passage starting on Page 31 

under the subheading, “Stocks have prices; business have values.” Mr. Zweig writes: “In the 

short run, a stock’s price will change whenever someone wants to buy or sell it and whenever 

something happens that seems like news…In the long run a stock has no life of its own; it is only 

an exchangeable piece of an underlying business. If that business becomes more profitable over 

the long term, it will become more valuable, and the price of its stock will go up in turn. It’s not 

uncommon for a stock’s price to change as often as a thousand times in a single trading day, but 

in the world of real commerce, the value of a business hardly changes at all on any given day. 

Business values change over time, not all the time. Stocks are like weather, altering almost 

continuously and without warning; businesses are like climate, changing more gradually and 

predictably. In the short run, it’s the weather that gets our notice and appears to determine the 

environment, but in the long run it’s the climate that really counts.” 



 

Given that the equity markets headed south again last week, the weather certainly has turned 

stormy this year, with the skies darkening the most over Growth stocks and a deluge pummeling 

many profitless and very-expensively priced stocks. 



 

Interestingly, last week’s equity market struggles arguably could be attributed to gale force 

winds hitting most cryptocurrencies after something far beyond a Category 5 hurricane wiped 

out billions of dollars of value from Luna and supposedly stable Terra, which per Coindesk.com 

are two native tokens of the Terra network, a blockchain-based project developed by Terra Labs 

in South Korea. 



 

We have little knowledge of the workings of the crypto markets, and we will leave the vehement 

arguments against investing therein to the pair of legendary value investors in Omaha. Still, as 

we very much concur with Warren Buffett, who states, “Assets, to have value, have to deliver 

something to somebody,” we are not unhappy to see a change in the business climate toward a 

focus on the bottom line and away from a seemingly care-free fixation on attempting to grow the 

top line at any cost. 



 

***** 

That does not mean that a few babies won’t be thrown out with the bath water, as even Value 

strategies took time to regain their footing following the bursting of the Tech Bubble in 2000,… 



 

…and more than a few stocks are in a Bear Market today,… 



 

…with the widely followed S&P 500 coming within a hair of the Bear this past Thursday,… 



 

…but we continue to think that equities in general today are reasonably priced,… 



 

…and our portfolios of what we believe to be undervalued stocks are very attractively valued. 



 

To be sure, we realize that market pundits continue to fret about inflation,… 



 

…even as history suggests that equities on average have been a very good hedge against elevated 

numbers for the Consumer Price Index,… 



 

…with even the supposedly awful 1966-1981 period, in which inflation averaged 7.0% per 

annum, a terrific absolute and relative return environment for Value stocks. 



 

Of course, all eyes these days are on the Federal Reserve, with the worry that Jerome H. Powell 

& Co. will continue to hike interest rates,… 



 

…and push the economy into recession, which, again historically speaking, would not been a 

reason to sell stocks, especially those of the inexpensive variety. 



 

We concede that the latest sentiment numbers from Main Street were discouraging,… 



 

…but the labor market remains very robust,… 



 

…the outlook for Q2 GDP still calls for modest growth,… 



 

…and even the real (inflation-adjusted) economic contraction in Q1 saw a significant increase in 

nominal output,… 



 

…with profit reports for the quarter from Corporate America beating expectations by a 

comfortable margin,… 



 

…providing cash flow for our companies to invest in their businesses, buy back stock and 

maintain/increase their dividend payouts. 



 

***** 

We respect that it is tough for many to keep the faith these days,… 



 

…which historically has been a positive from a contrarian perspective,… 



 

…even as the financial press is not exactly the friend to the skittish equity investor. 



 

Clearly, there are plenty of issues about which to be concerned, but in the fullness of time stocks 

have managed to overcome every prior hurdle,… 



 

…so, while there are no guarantees that the past is prologue, we continue to believe that time in 

the market trumps market timing. 



 

Stock Updates  

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing 

of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. We also offer the reminder that any sales we make 

for our newsletter strategies are announced via our Sales Alerts. 

Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and Zack Tart offer updates on more than a few of our stocks that 

had news out worthy of mention last week. 

Shares of Disney (DIS – $107.33) sank at the start of trading following the Tuesday evening 

release of financial results, but recovered ground throughout the day and rallied with the market 

to end the week. The House of Mouse earned $1.08 per share (vs. the $1.17 est.) in fiscal Q2, but 

forked out $1 billion to terminate license agreements in order to move video content to its 

streaming platforms. Parks & Experiences sustained its rebound from a year ago, generating $1.8 

billion of operating income, although management cautioned that park closures in Hong Kong 

and Shanghai would affect fiscal Q3. Disney+ added a terrific (relative to peers) 7.9 million 

subscribers in the period, pushing the total to more than 205 million. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


CEO Bob Chapek stated, “We’ve had a very strong start to the fiscal year, with a significant rise 

in earnings per share, record revenue and operating income at our domestic parks and resorts, the 

launch of a new franchise with Encanto, and a significant increase in total subscriptions across 

our streaming portfolio to 196.4 million, including 11.8 million Disney+ subscribers added in the 

first quarter. This marks the final year of The Walt Disney Company’s first century, and 

performance like this coupled with our unmatched collection of assets and platforms, creative 

capabilities, and unique place in the culture give me great confidence we will continue to define 

entertainment for the next 100 years.” 

He added, “What sets Disney apart is our ability to reach people with our uniquely engaging 

content across an array of touch points to make our portfolio of businesses and brands a bigger 

part of their lives. This enables us to not only create new franchises like Encanto, but to also 

build on existing IP across our lines of business. One example of this is our Toy Story franchise, 

which was created almost 3 decades ago with the release of the first film in 1995 and which is 

now brought to life across distribution platforms, geographies, businesses and time. In our parks, 

we’ve built a portfolio of 4 immersive Toy Story lands with more than 20 attractions and live 

character interactions available around the world as well as 2 themed hotels. The franchise is the 

cornerstone of Disney+ with all 4 feature-length films as well as the original short series, Forky 

Asks a Question, exclusively available on the service. And nearly 30 years after the film debuted, 

Toy Story is still a key consumer products franchise, generating over $1 billion in annual retail 

sales. And in just a few weeks, Pixar’s Lightyear will tell the origin story of everyone’s favorite 

space ranger when it hits theaters on June 17. Of course, Toy Story is just one of our many 

franchises, but it illustrates our unparalleled ability to bring stories to life in more ways for more 

people in more places. In fact, our franchise library and capabilities will continue to set us apart 

even further as we bring our IP to life through next-generation storytelling that is more integrated 

and connected across consumer touch points. As we look to our second century, that’s our 

mission: to transform entertainment by combining extraordinary storytelling with innovative 

technology to create an even larger, more connected and magical Disney universe for families 

and fans around the world.” 

Evidence that even the strongest franchises aren’t immune from wild swings in their share prices, 

DIS has experienced two drawdowns of 40% or more in just the past three years. Not 

surprisingly, while we liked the prospects for the entertainment giant at higher prices, we are 

even more enthusiastic at the current level. No doubt caught up in the hit to all things streaming 

of late, we appreciate the longevity of Disney’s content compared to peers in the film space and 

continue to note its ability to promote the brand through experiences. While earnings will likely 

be depressed as management continues to invest in its direct-to-consumer offerings, DIS trades at 

22 times the NTM EPS estimate. Our Target Price is now $176. 

Illustrating the inefficiencies of the market, shares of Tapestry (TPR – $31.51) leapt 15% on 

Thursday, buoyed by strong results in fiscal Q3, and added another 3% on Friday, but ended the 

trading week up less than 4%. The luxury fashion and accessory designer earned $0.51 per share 

in the period as sales grew 13% year-over-year to $1.44 billion on a strong performance in the 

digital channel. Coach continues to generate the bulk of profits, but all brands experienced 

double-digit growth in the quarter, while management expects Stuart Weitzman to reach 

profitability later in the year. Given anticipated impacts from trade duties and higher freight 



expense, the company reduced its full-year EPS guidance to $3.25, even as it expects to generate 

record revenue. 

CEO Joanne Crevoiserat stated, “Our brands are at the heart of our company. They occupy 

distinctive positions in the attractive and resilient accessories market. Each has a rich heritage 

and substantial potential for growth. This is evidenced by the strengthening brand heat we’re 

seeing through meaningful new customer acquisitions as well as growth with existing customers 

across our portfolio. We are focused on building lasting relationships with our customers to 

increase lifetime value through continuous innovation in both our product and the experiences 

we offer throughout the purchase journey. The opportunities for our brands are enhanced by our 

platform, which has been transformed to power them to move at the speed of the consumer. We 

are leaning into our digital leadership, meeting consumers where they want to shop and 

providing exceptional experiences when they get there. We’re also leveraging our rich consumer 

data and sophisticated analytics to establish and enrich our customer connections, augmenting 

our creative processes with a deep understanding of our customers, while bringing faster and 

more consistent execution to bear. The benefits of investments in digital and data analytics are 

highlighted by our results over the last 2 years, and we’re still in early innings in terms of 

unlocking this potential. Our platform also affords the benefits of scale, shared learnings and 

talent mobility. These advantages are increasingly important in today’s rapidly evolving 

landscape and allow us to have a greater positive impact on our customers, our people and the 

world at large.” 

CFO Scott Roe added, “We ended the quarter in a strong position with $1.07 billion in cash and 

investments and total borrowings of $1.59 billion. Inventory at quarter end was 30% above prior 

year, primarily due to in-transits, which remained elevated in light of continuing industry-wide 

supply chain and logistics challenges. To this point, on-hand inventory was up low single digits. 

As a reminder, we have adjusted the timing of our buys and recognition of elongated lead times 

supported by investments in core styles. Overall, we’re pleased with the makeup of our current 

inventory, which supports our future growth expectations…Based on our strong results year-to-

date, significant free cash flow generation, robust balance sheet and outlook for growth, we’re 

now on track to return approximately $1.9 billion to shareholders in fiscal 2022, an increase from 

the prior outlook of over $1.5 billion. We’ve raised our share buyback expectations for the fiscal 

year and now anticipate the repurchase of $1.6 billion in common stock, which includes $1.25 

billion bought back through Q3. Our shareholder return plans continue to assume approximately 

$270 million through our dividend program. In addition, our Board of Directors have approved a 

new $1.5 billion share repurchase program, which we expect to begin utilizing in fiscal 2023, 

highlighting our confidence in the company’s trajectory for growth. These capital deployment 

plans underscore our commitment to our shareholders and our confidence in the momentum of 

our business. Overall, our capital allocation priorities remain unchanged. First, we’re investing in 

the business to drive long-term profitable growth; and second, we’re returning capital to 

shareholders through dividends and share repurchases.” 

Fashion and accessory markets remain intensely competitive and consumer preference can be 

fickle. While Coach continues to pull the lion’s share of the weight, we like the potential of 

Tapestry’s other brands. Even as Ms. Crevoiserat & Co. continue to produce solid results, shares 

have not avoided the market turmoil (sliding 22% YTD), but management efforts to repurchase 



stock ought to be all the more accretive at current levels. Indeed, the board tacked on another 

$1.5 billion to the share repurchase authorization, which is expected to be put to work in fiscal 

2023. TPR trades for about 8 times NTM EPS and with a dividend yield of 3.2%. Our Target 

Price has been bumped up to $62. 

Tyson Foods (TSN – $90.00) announced fiscal Q2 EPS of $2.29, a figure 19% better than the 

analyst consensus estimate. The meat producer continues to build processing plants and is 

making investments in its workforce to lower turnover and improve absenteeism. Tyson expects 

the investments to yield a boost in volume, which should outpace market growth over the next 

several years. Like many producers, inflation resulted in a 15% year-over-year increase in cost of 

goods sold, a cost TSN has been able to pass on in large part to its customers. Halfway through 

the fiscal year, TSN expects the full-year revenue to come in between $52 billion and $54 billion 

with a 1% to 2% increase in total volume. 

CEO Donnie King commented, “We delivered double-digit sales and earnings growth driven by 

strong market fundamentals, acceleration of our productivity actions and improving operational 

execution across our segments. Our diverse protein portfolio, omnichannel capabilities, leading 

brands and value-added products all contributed to our results. Strong performance in our Beef 

segment, continued recovery in Prepared Foods and an improvement in Chicken supported 

improved sales and earnings…Overall, consumer demand for protein has remained strong, and 

we are taking deliberate actions by segment to improve our volumes to better meet customer 

needs, including investing in new capacity, brands, product innovation and our team member 

experience.” 

TSN repurchased $175 million worth of shares in Q2. Management indicated that there hasn’t 

been a lot of flack from rising prices, from customers or consumers. While the ability to raise 

prices isn’t infinite, we suspect Tyson will be able to pass off a reasonable portion of input cost 

increases in the near term. We continue to appreciate that Tyson is focused on streamlining its 

operations given persistently tight supply conditions. Longer term, we continue to think protein 

consumption will increase around the globe, especially in emerging economies as residents see 

quality-of-life improvements. The stock trades for an inexpensive 11.5 times NTM EPS 

estimates and maintains a 2.0% dividend yield. Our Target Price for TSN has been hiked to 

$119. 

Shares of HF Sinclair (DINO – $46.86) jumped nearly 10% last week after the refiner roared 

back from a loss in Q4, earning $0.99 per share (vs. the $0.16 est.) in the latest quarter, adjusted 

for acquisition integration costs and an inventory adjustment benefit. Crude throughput this 

quarter was meaningfully higher than in Q4 at an average of 525,000 barrels, which pushed gross 

margin per barrel up 59% year-over-year to $12.69 and brought a 20% reduction in refining 

operating expenses per barrel. The renewable diesel unit (RDU) in Cheyenne was fully 

operational this quarter, having been completed in Q4, with the unit in Artesia ready to go for 

Q2. 

CEO Michael Jennings commented, “The first quarter was transformational as we closed on the 

acquisition of the Sinclair companies, marking the new HF Sinclair, and made our first sales of 

renewable diesel from Cheyenne. Our combined, integrated platform delivered strong financial 



results led by the performance of our refining and lubricants segments. With the closing of the 

acquisitions of the Puget Sound refinery and Sinclair and our Renewables business approaching 

full operation, we are pleased to announce the first milestone in our capital return plan, an 

increased regular dividend of $0.40 per share. As we head into summer driving season, refining 

fundamentals are very favorable due to strong gasoline and diesel demand, coupled with low 

product inventories. We remain fully committed to our capital allocation strategy of returning $1 

billion in cash to shareholders over the next twelve months.” 

The last year or so of transformation behind the company, we’re excited to watch the next few 

quarters play out for DINO. With the integration of Sinclair and Puget Sound refinery under its 

belt, and the addition of three fossil fuel refineries (two from Sinclair), HF Sinclair has 

significantly more crude throughput capacity as well as access to an expanded pipeline network 

via its investment in Holly Energy Partners. Given end market demand that management says is 

strong and industry supply still low from the pandemic, throughput guidance for Q2 was bumped 

up to between 615,000 and 645,000 barrels per day. The firm has affirmed its commitment to 

return $1 billion back to shareholders (both dividends and share buybacks) and a long-term goal 

of returning 50% of net income. In response to favorable business conditions, shares have run 

more than 40% year-to-date, but trade for a single-digit multiple of NTM EPS estimates. The 

reinstated dividend puts the yield at 3.4% as our Target Price has been raised to $62. 

No stranger to big moves over the past 2 years, shares of Royal Caribbean (RCL – $61.63) sank 

more than 20% over the past two weeks. The cruise operator reported that it lost $4.57 per share 

in Q1, modestly higher than the Street estimate, although ticket revenue climbed 6% vs. Q4 to 

$651.9 million. Cancellation of calls to the St. Petersburg port and hesitancy of passengers to sail 

in the Baltic Sea seemed to weigh, but visits to Russia represent just 2% of overall capacity. RCL 

had its best booking weekend ever in April, but rising costs (food, fuel, wages, etc.) raise the 

hurdle to resume profitability in the back half of 2022. 

CEO Jason Liberty is optimistic, stating, “During the first quarter, we managed through the 

challenges brought on by the Omicron variant that resulted in the cancellation of 57 sailings in 

Q1. We moderated our load factors in January and February and softened demand for future 

voyages. We have now sailed through these operational and short-term demand challenges 

caused by the variants. Over the past 60 days, demand has materially surpassed both pre-

Omicron and 2019 levels. Load factors improved throughout the first quarter and we finished the 

month of March at a load factor of 68%. We expect our load factors to continue to build, 

averaging between 75% and 80% in the second quarter, and reaching triple digits by the end of 

the year.” 

He added, “After several weeks of softer trends, booking volumes improved and are now above 

2019 levels. However, the impact from the slowdown during a key booking period is definitely 

weighing on our load factors for our European sailings. While there are some headwinds in 

Europe, our North American-based itineraries, which account for over 70% of our capacity this 

year, have been trending much better with recent bookings more than 40% ahead of 2019 levels. 

We are also seeing an increased volume of close-in bookings as consumers seem to be making 

their vacation decisions closer to their sailing date. This contributed to better-than-expected load 



factors in March despite the impact of the Omicron variant earlier this year. We continue to build 

on the demand environment for the rest of this year and into 2023.” 

Our position is relatively unchanged since we penned our note last month. We think the bottom 

line is primed to improve considerably as things return to normal and that the populous will 

continue to value experiences well into the future. Cruising remains a compelling value for 

many, but we are mindful of relatively large debt-service costs impacting EPS. There is still 

plenty to think about in regard to our long-time interest in Royal Caribbean, and we continue to 

weigh our stake in RCL against the sea of names battered in the latest volatility. For the time 

being, our Target Price stands at $93. 

German industrial conglomerate Siemens AG (SIEGY – $60.47) earned an adjusted 0.64 euros 

per share in fiscal Q2 (vs. 1.04 euro est.). Revenue came in around 17.0 billion euros (vs. a 16.72 

billion euro est.). Siemens’ large EPS miss was attributable to purchase price adjustments and 

divestments, including a complete exit from the company’s 170-year run in Russia. The Russian 

business accounted for around 1% of revenue and consisted mainly of work related to high-speed 

trainsets. SIEGY shares traded higher by 2.6% on Friday, roughly equivalent to the S&P 500, 

even though they dipped in overnight trading. Substantial demand for ‘green’ investments and 

infrastructure projects resulted in a book-to-bill ratio of 1.23x and the backlog now stands at 94 

billion euros. 

CEO Roland Busch commented, “The macroeconomic environment remains very volatile. The 

war is amplifying cost inflation and constraints on supply chains where the situation remains 

very dynamic. During the second quarter, the pandemic impacted productivity in some areas in 

the U.S. and Europe. Moreover, recent Omicron outbreaks in China and the following lockdowns 

in Shanghai and Shenzhen, among others, pose a risk for the third quarter. Missing deliveries 

from Shanghai have a knock-on effect across China and outside due to supply chain disruptions 

and logistics congestions. We support our employees in the lockdown areas with care packages 

and insure health and safety. Our factories in the Shanghai area work either closed-loop 

production or are in the progress of ramping up. The situation changes every day, and we expect 

that we will not be able to fully recover production in the third quarter. We continue to work 

relentlessly with our supplier network and our own factories to optimize deliveries and master 

these challenges. Our focus is on mitigating impact on our customers as much as possible.” 

On the topic of the outlook, CFO Dr. Ralf Thomas said, “We confirm our financial targets for 

fiscal ’22 for the Siemens Group. They are based on continuing growth in global GDP and our 

expectation that the challenges to our businesses from COVID-19 and supply chain constraints 

will not worsen in the remainder of fiscal ’22. Under these conditions, we expect our Industrial 

business to continue its profitable growth. For the Siemens Group, we expect rates growth of 6% 

to 8% in comparable revenue and a book-to-bill ratio above 1. Digital Industry raised its growth 

assumptions now expecting to achieve comparable revenue growth of 9% to 12%. Profit margin 

of 19% to 21% is unchanged, including an expected reduction of up to 2 percentage points from 

fast ramp-up of the strategic transition to Software-as-a-Service in parts of its large software 

business.” 



Dr. Thomas continued, “Smart Infrastructure expects comparable revenue growth in the range of 

6% to 9%, up by 100 basis points. The profit margin is unchanged at 12% to 13%. Mobility, 

which previously expected fiscal ’22 comparable revenue growth of 5% to 8%, now expects 

revenue on the prior year level. Profit margin is expected to be 10% to 10.5% with the expected 

gain from the sale of Yunex Traffic being sufficient to balance impacts related to the sanctions 

imposed on Russia. We continue to expect the profitable growth of our industrial business to 

drive an increase in basic EPS pre-PPA to a range of EUR 8.70 to EUR 9.10, up from EUR 8.32 

in fiscal ’21. Net income in fiscal ’21 included a positive contribution from divestments and 

other portfolio related gains, totaling EUR 1.5 billion. We assume a similar positive contribution 

in fiscal ’22 from portfolio-related results net of burdens related to Russia. Portfolio-related 

results include the sales of Yunex Traffic, the mail and parcel handling business of Siemens 

Logistics and our stake in Valeo Siemens e-automotive.” 

The Russia exit was the cloud over what we thought were generally good results. The War has 

most European leaders moving at a faster pace towards renewables, especially as governments 

look to pivot away from Russian energy supplies. We think this effect will help SIEGY, although 

there might be near-term challenges in the supply chain and Siemens could find itself in the 

middle of political spats given its customer base. We like that SIEGY is quickly (for a 

conglomerate) adapting to changing customer needs and continues to put technological 

innovation on the top of its priority list. On the earnings front in dollar terms, analysts expect 

SIEGY’s EPS for its U.S.-traded shares to grow from $4.30 in 2022 to $5.20 by 2024, putting the 

P/E around 14 in the near term and below 12 for 2024. Given the potential ahead, we think that 

SIEGY remains attractively priced. With a net dividend yield of 2.9%, our Target Price now 

stands at $101. 

Multinational financial services titan Allianz SE (ALIZY – $20.79) posted GAAP+ EPS of 

$0.15 Q1 2022, much lower than the $0.52 estimate. The Property-Casualty segment saw a high 

number of natural disasters, while outflows at bond manager PIMCO soared as rate hikes caused 

changes to investor allocations. The costs from the Structured Alpha hedge fund debacle resulted 

in 1.6 billion euros of charges. 

Via press release, CEO Oliver Baete said, “The results of this quarter demonstrate that our 

business can withstand significant geopolitical and economic pressures. This is matched by the 

strength of our people. Allianz has taken clear business decisions in response to the Russian 

invasion of Ukraine. Also, we worked hard to achieve fair settlements with investors in the 

Structured Alpha funds in the U.S. and move toward a final resolution.” 

CFO Giulio Terzariol said, “As a summary, good underlying performance, clearly hit coming 

from the Structured Alpha situation. And then on the capital deployment, we have concluded as 

of end of April, the first part of the EUR 1 billion of buyback. And clearly, we are now 

continuing with the second part of the EUR 0.5 billion buyback. So from that point of view, we 

are continuing clearly in our capital deployment philosophy.” 

Allianz expects operating profit for 2022 of 13.4 billion euros, plus or minus 1 billion euros. The 

Structured Alpha lawsuits seem to be nearing a conclusion and we think the company’s balance 

sheet remains sound. Management is working hard to improve operating ratios, minimize losses 



and grow the insurance business, while battling rising rates and high inflation. Shares continue to 

look attractive, trading for less than 10 times ‘22 estimated earnings, while boasting a net 

dividend yield of 3.8%. Our Target Price for ALIZY has been trimmed to $31. 

Honda Motor (HMC – $25.63) reported that it earned $0.63 per share in fiscal Q4, down from 

$1.17 a year ago. The result was impacted by higher costs and a strengthening dollar, which 

rallied some 18% relative to the yen over the past year, even as sales were 10.5% higher year-

over year. In Honda’s home currency, operating income from motorcycles grew 9.5% while 

margin contracted 7 basis points. The automobile segment generated 26.7% higher operating 

income year-over-year on 30 basis points of margin expansion. 

Looking ahead, management projects roughly $3.21 of earnings per share in fiscal 2023, which 

includes higher expected operating costs and R&D expenses. The company states that it expects 

group car sales to rise to 4.2 million units for the fiscal year started in April, from 4.1 million 

units sold in the previous fiscal year. The company estimates group motorcycle sales to increase 

to 18.6 million units from 17.0 million units 

Foreign exchange has been a headwind, but ought to make exports from its home base more 

attractive. And we remember back some seven years ago when the opposite was true, and the 

firm’s executives were considering moving the production bases overseas. While Honda lacks a 

serious competitive entrant in the higher margin pickup space and is lagging in the Electric 

Vehicle race versus peers, we still expect healthy demand for its ICE vehicles, particularly for 

those hesitant to buy into an electric future. But the firm says it is committed to the transition, 

with plans to launch 30 EVs globally by 2030. We also like that Honda boasts a balance sheet 

full of cash, along with a generous net dividend yield (3.4%) and inexpensive P/E multiple below 

8. Our Target Price is now $37. 
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